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1. Abstract 

The objective of this STSM was to develop on-line learning experiences using handheld devices 

and the WAY-Cyberparks App equipped with Augmented Reality. Two mobile learning 

experiences involving augmented reality were developed to be piloted in two different locations in 

Valletta, Malta. One was designed to be carried out at the Upper Barrakka gardens in Valletta 

about a historical event that took place during the 1565 Great Siege at Senglea Point on the other 

side of the Grand harbour. The second mobile learning activity will be carried out at the Argotti 

gardens Floriana, about aspects of history, architecture and botany. The development of these two 

mobile learning scenarios included various design aspects. Conceptual design focuses on defining 

the domain themes, type of learning and intended learning outcomes. Structural design involves  

the chunking and sequencing of the content and identifying the steps/options in the learning 

activities. Navigational design determines the mode of interaction both with the content and with 

the external environment. It also determines media integration in the learning activities based on a 

set of technical requirements that were communicated to the Research and Design team to align 

the pedagogical demands with technical affordances of the Way-Cyberparks App.   

  

This STSM served to establish close collaboration between: WG1, WG3 and the TASK group for 

technology-enhanced learning within WG3 of the Cyberparks COST Action. It was also a 

collaborative experience between the three collaborating Universities (University of Malta, 

UNIVP M, Ancona, Italy and University of Deusto, Bilbao, Spain). It also served to establish 

multidisciplinary collaboration between content experts involved in this project about Smart City 

Learning. The Cyberparks project was promoted at UnivPM during a seminar organised for 

students from the hosting Department. An exploratory visit was organized at two areas in the city 

that will serve as testing sites for the  CyberPark application during the forthcoming meeting of 

the Cyberparks Action in Ancona (Spring 2017).   

 

In the context of this STSM and the development of the two mobile learning activities using 

Augmented reality  to be tested and piloted during the ICiTy conference in Malta 18 – 20
th

 April 

2016 , two research papers were co-authored. One was led by Dr Philip Bonanno, UoM, entitled: 

‘A Connectivist Approach to Smart City Learning: Valletta City Case-Study’ (Bonanno et al 

2016) and the other led by PhD student Roberto Pierdicca, UNIVPM, entitled: ‘The integration of 

an augmented reality module within the Way- Cyberparks App: The case study of Valletta city,’ 

(Pierdicca  et al 2016).. Both these papers will be presented at the ICiTY conference in Malta 

(April 2016). A set of development specifications were identified for the technical team to 

customise the WAY-Cyberparks App with Augmented Reality for the developed Mobile Learning 

activities. 
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Through this STSM the collaborating institutions will continue to refine the developed mobile 

learning activities and develop similar others using the same model and approach. Continual 

discussions will take place to identify how the expertise of the participating academics can be 

integrated within the academic processes of the institutions and how to extend collaboration 

through the Erasmus+ Staff  Mobility Programme. A number of co-authored papers are being 

considered for publication involving an article about this project in Maltese local newspapers and 

a paper about the evaluation of this project in Smart city learning for a leading journal in Mobile 

or Smart City Learning. 
 

2. Purpose of the STSM 

The main objective of this STSM was to develop on-line learning experiences using mobile 

technologies and the WAY-Cyberparks App equipped with Augmented Reality in locations of 

historical, artistic or scientific interest in Valletta City. 
 

3. Description of the work carried out during the STSM 

In line with the concept that considers Smart cities as Personal Learning Environments (Buchem 

& Perez-Sanagustin, 2013), two mobile learning experiences involving augmented reality were 

developed to be piloted in two different locations in Valletta, Malta. One is a mobile learning 

experience about a historical event that took place during the 1565 Great Siege of Malta at 

Senglea point. The activity will be carried out from a prominent viewing point, the Upper 

Barrakka Gardens, Valletta, just across the harbour. The other activity will be carried out at the 

Argotti Botanical gardens in Floriana, Malta, about aspects of history, architecture and botany.  

 

Inspired by Learning Design models (Beethan & Sharpe 2007), by a Connectivist epistemology 

(Siemens 2005) and by a Connectivist approach to learning design (Bonanno 2011), the following 

design process was carried out for each of the two mobile learning scenarios: 

 Conceptual design identifying the domain themes, type of learning and intended learning 

outcomes for the two scenarios. 

 Structural design involving the chunking and sequencing of the content and steps/options 

in the learning activities. The following four options are provided: Facts, Structures, 

Processes, Reflect. 

 Navigational design for developing the mode of interaction both with the content and with 

the external environment. Content and media resources were assigned to the identified 

‘Points of Interest’ which were clearly indicated in a map / plan of the location being used 

for the mobile learning activities (refer to map below). 

 Media integration in the learning activities including commentary texts, digital images and  

video clips developed for this project and also some open educational resources. 

 Technical requirements for the Way-Cyberparks App were submitted to the Research and 

Design team of the app so that pedagogical prescriptions will be aligned with technical 

affordances.   

 
Google Map showing PoIs for the two Mobile Learning activities. 
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Design Template for Mobile Learning Activity in Senglea Point. 

Mobile Learning Activity about the attack carried out by the Turks at Senglea Point on 15th July 1565. 

Context: User standing on the terrace at the Upper Barrakka Gardens (Google Maps coordinates: 
35.8946987,14.5099979,17z) overlooking the Grand Harbour points mobile to Senglea point across the 
harbour. Learning activity is activated by GSNN.  

 

Procedure: Visitor opens WAY-Cyberparks App receiving a welcoming message that  describes the 
available  options as Points of Interest which s/he has to explore.  

 

 PoIs in activity at Upper Barrakka. 

The Mobile Learning Activity (MLA) at the Upper Barrakka will include a number of PoIs each displaying 
Images and a short textual description / comment. The map (Printscreen from Google maps of the 
Harbour area around Senglea point) below shows the identified PoIs followed by a detailed description of 
each PoI  including the media and test commentary used. 
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PoI 1: Point of View  

This first PoI gives an overview from Valletta side (Upper Barrakka Gardens) of the attack on Senglea 
Point (SL) using the photo of a physical model of the attack by the Turks on Senglea point. The 
commentary follows: 

 
 

Commentary: Model of the attack on Senglea point on 15th July 1565. Observe: main landing site on the 
right (other sides exposed to cannon fire from St Angelo), Palisade, Low bastions, Fall-back 
entrenchments near windmills. 

PoI 2: Bastions at Senglea Point    

A close-up photo from the physical model showing the fighting at the low, poorly built bastions at Senglea 
point. 

Commentary: The attack on the low, incomplete and fragile bastions at Senglea point. 
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PoI 3: Barricade in Sea at Senglea Point   

Close-up photo from the model of the main landing site made less accessible by a wooden Palisade 
erected close to the shoreline at the South Bastion of Senglea point. 

Commentary: Palisade on south side of Senglea Point blocking landing site sheltered from St Angelo’s 
cannon battery. Landing soldiers are obstructed and exposed to sniper fire. 

 

PoI 4: Windmills and close Entrenchments   

(PoI 4 includes labels 3 & 4). 

Close up image of the area around the windmills and the armed entrenchments serving as a fall-back 
position. 

Commentary: Painting from the time of the Great Siege showing windmills and surrounding 
entrenchment, including a cannon battery, at the highest point of the area enclosed by bastions, to serve 
as a fall-back position.  

PoI 5: Fort Saint Michael   

Inland attack on Fort St Michael using a photo of D’Aleccio’s paintings. 

Commentary: This painting from D’Aleccio’s wall paintings at the Palace of the Grand-Master in Valletta 
shows the attack from land on Fort St Michael. Note wooden bridge in middle of Birgu creek to move 
supplies and enforcements to Senglea fighting fronts. Note also the iron chain blocking entrance to Birgu 
creek. 

PoI 6: Structures in Birgu Creek   

(PoI 6 includes labels 7 & 8). 

 

 
Commentary: This is another painting from Aleccio including lot of details about the attack on Senglea 
point. It shows wooden palisade, Entrenchment around windmills, chain across entrance of Birgu creek, 
cannon battery at sea level in front of St Angelo (discovered by the Turks during the attack) which 
impeded them to land on the North and West shores of Senglea point.  

PoI 7: Bastions of St Angelo where Grand Master stood  

Using image of Grandmaster La Vallette. 

Commentary: Grand Master La Vallette following attack on Senglea Point from the Bastions of Castile in 
Birgu. 
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Design Template for Mobile Learning Activity in Argotti Gardens, Floriana. 

GNSS coordinates: 35.892216,14.503554, (WGS84) 

Context: A person  visiting Argottti Botanical Garden (ABG) can roam around and follow  learning 
activities activated by GSNN as detailed below.  

Procedure:  On entering App at PoI 1, a welcome message appears describing options through a plan 
showing the PsoI in the ABG  dedicated to different themes: history of Argotti Villa and Gardens, 
structures (Nymphaeum, Irrigation System including underground cisterns), processes (Stages in life-cycle 
of identified endemic trees), Reflection (Reference and comparisons to other Gardens in Floriana and 
Valletta). 

After welcome message Cyberparks leads user to active points by following the plan showing the PsoI. 

 

The following sections describe the media and gives the commentaries (either text to be inserted in labels 
or audio commentary) used for this ML activity: 

 

PoI 1: Garden Entrance  

Introduction to ML activity using image of Garden plan with PsoI and proposed trail: 

 

 
Commentary: Welcome to the Argotti Mobile Learning activity using the Way-Cyberparks App. 

You have activities using your Smartphone at different ‘Points of Interest’ as shown on Plan of Argotti 
Gardens. Move to the PoI indicated on the map, go through the suggested activity at that particular spot.  
Send comments and any pictures you take (with tags and comments) to the Facebook page created for 
this activity. 

 PoI 2:  The Nymphaeum  

Images to develop the concept of a Mympheum. 

Picture: The Nympheum with Nymphs by William Bouguereau.  

Commentary: A nymphaeum in ancient Greece and Rome was a monument consecrated to nymphs, 
especially those of springs. These monuments were originally natural grottoes thought to be inhabited by 
local nymphs. 

 

Image of The Nympheum in Jerash, Jordan. 

Commentary: The Nympheum in Jerash, Jordan was constructed in 191 AD. The fountain was originally 
embellished with marble facing on the lower level and topped with half-dome roof, forming a giant niche. 
Water cascaded through seven carved lion’s heads into small basins on the sidewalk. 

 

Image of Ceiling of Nymphaeum covered with Mosiac.  
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Commentary: Ceiling of the 17th century nymphaeum of the Saint-Sulpice Seminary in Issy-les-
Moulineaux, France. Nymphaea of the first century were important for their mosaics covering from floor 
to walls and ceiling vaults. 

PoI 3 – Argotti Villa  

Image of Grand Master Pinto. 

Commentary:  Argotti Gardens were built in the early 18th Century and were initially two separate 
gardens; one owned by the Knight Don Emmanuel Pinto de Fonseca and the other by Bailiff Ignatius de 
Argote y Gusman. In 1740, after Pinto's election to Grandmaster, De Argote purchased Pinto's part of the 
garden and annexed it to his own. During the Knights period however, a formal botanic garden did not 
exist. 

Image:  Argotti Villa with Gardens in front. 

Commentary: Gardens in front of Argotti Villa. 

In 1674 a physic garden was created by the Knights of St. John at Fort St. Elmo near the Sacra Infermeria. 

In 1880, when the British arrived the medicinal plants and other botanical specimens were moved from 
St. Elmo to il-Mall Floriana under the guidance of the Carmelite monk Father Carolus Giacinto appointed 
by the University of Malta in 1805 as Chair of Natural History. 

 

Image: Argotti Villa back garden. 

Commentary:  Citrus Garden at the back of the Argotti Villa. 

In 1855, after Father Giancinto's death, the botanic gardens were relocated to Argotti Gardens by 
Professor Stefano Zerafa who wrote the first account of Maltese flora, entitled 'Thesaurus of the Flora of 
the Maltese Islands’. Other notable Maltese botanists contributed to the collections in the garden. 

In 1945 Professor John Borg donated his world-famous private cactus collection. 

In 1973 the gardens were taken by the Department of Agriculture. 

In 1996 the inner part of the Argotti Gardens housing the main botanical collection was returned to the 
University. The outer section is still not under University tenure. 

PoI 4: Endemic Tree  

Visitor follows the plan and enters the garden on the left of Argotti Villa. Near the Sandarac Gum tree the 
App will provide information about the stages in life-cycle of this endemic tree. The following images will 
be displayed in conjunction with relevant text: 

Image:  The Sandarac Gum tree in an open natural habitat 

Commentary:  An endemic tree is one confined to a country or small geographical  region, in this case the 
Maltese Islands. These are formed mostly by splitting and isolation of a population combined with the 
effects of different environmental factors. 

 The Sandarac Gum tree: 

 Was declared as the Maltese national tree on the 16th of January 1992.  

 It is a coniferous evergreen tree and comes from the cypress family.  

 Probably it grew in abundance a long time ago in Malta but today it is very rare to see in the wild and 
it is an endangered species.  

 Is a relatively small tree reaching a height of 6m and is very slow-growing.  
 

Image: Close-up of the Sandarac Gum tree leaves. 

Commentary: The leaves are scale like and branch out from each other like fingers.  
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Image: Green cones 

 Commentary: The tree produces cones which are both male and female on the same tree.  

 The male cones, which are about 3mm long, start to form on the tips of the branches in September 
and October. They disperse their pollen by wind.  

 The female cones start to form at the same time looking like a four-pointed star in the middle of 
which the ‘pollen drop’ is shiny and sticky for receiving the male pollen so that fertilization can take 
place.  

 

Image: Mature cones 

Commentary:  The fertilized cone will continue to develop over the next 8 months. The cones are green at 
first, but when they mature they turn brown and free the winged seeds. 

 

PoI 5: Underground Water Reservoirs - Cisterns 

Moving back to the front of the Argotti Villa, there is a PoI in the corner on the right hand side of the Villa 
where there are the huge underground water reservoirs in the form of cisterns. At this point the App 
provides a video showing the excavation of the underground cisterns. 

Commentary:  Considering the long periods of dry and warm climatic conditions that can dominate the 
Maltese islands, the Argotti gardens depend on a large water reserve to irrigate the plants. Rain water is 
stored in four large cistern-shaped underground reservoirs found in the stretch of ground near the right  
side of the Argotti villa and close to the nymphaeum. Recently these have been cleaned and documented 
in video. 

PoI 6: Plant Collections  

While visitor passes from near the plant collections s/he is prompted to identify a collection, observe 
closely using the on-site labels and take pictures of some plants. Later s/he will continue to research 
about any by-products obtained from the identified plants. 

 

PoI 7: Viewpoint  

Visitor follows the map to arrive at PoI 7 overlooking the bastions in Floriana which gives a Panoramic 
view of Pieta, Msida and Ta Xbiex areas. The App gives the following message: 

Through text comments, photos or video describe your experience (what comes to your mind and how do 
you feel) when you look at the scene beyond Argotti at this point. Share your experience on-line with 
others. 

Try to describe your experience in Argotti using text comments, photos or video. Share on-line with 
others. 

Visit other gardens in Floriana-Valletta area,  such as those shown with a red star in the Map provided. 
The stars show the location of King George V Recreational Grounds; Sir Luigi Preziosi Garden, The Mall 
Gardens and Argotti Gardens.) Visit these locations and share your experience on-line through media and 
comments. 

Media: 
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4. Description of the main results obtained 

This STSM served to: 

 Establish close collaboration between WG1, WG3 and the TASK group in technology-

enhanced learning within WG3 of the Cyberparks COST Action. 

 Establish collaboration between University of Malta, Università Politecnica delle Marche, 

Ancona, Italy and University of Deusto, Bilbao, Spain. 

 Establish multidisciplinary collaboration between content experts (Digital Technologists, 

Historians, Learning Designers, Botanists) involved in this Smart City Learning initiative. 

 Promote the Cyberparks project at UnivPM during a seminar specifically organised for 

students of the Department of Civil Engineering and Architecture (DICEA) and the 

Department of Information Engineering (DII). 

 Visit and explore the two areas in the city chosen to test the Way-CyberParks App 

integrating augmented reality during a  tour as part of the programme of the Cyberparks 

Event in Ancona, spring 2017. The two places are: 

 Ancona's Amphitheatre - an archaeological site built more than 2000 years 

ago, close to the green Cardeto Park. AR will be used to show the ancient 

virtual aspect of the archaeological place with other related historical 

information. 

 Cardeto Park. Green area located in the middle of the historical centre of 

Ancona. The plan is to set up an augmented reality project for visitors and 

tourists. 

 Develop two mobile learning activities using Augmented reality ready to be tested and 

piloted during the ICiTy conference in Malta 18 – 20
th

 April 2016. 

 Two co-authored papers were written, one led by Dr Philip Bonanno, UoM, entitled: ‘A 

Connectivist Approach to Smart City Learning: Valletta City Case-Study’ (Bonanno et al 

2016). The other was led by PhD student Roberto Pierdicca, UNIVPM, entitled: ‘The  

integration of an augmented reality module within the Way- Cyberparks App: The case 

study of Valletta city,’ (Pierdicca et al 2016). Both these papers will be presented at the 

ICiTy conference in Malta. 

 Identify a set of specifications for the R&D team to customise the WAY-Cyberparks App 

with Augmented Reality for the developed Mobile Learning activities. 

 Deepen knowledge about methods and processes in photogrammetry, geometry, Digital 3-

D modelling and Augmented Reality. 

 Integrate this project about Smart City Learning and Augmented Reality in the Programme 

for Technology-Enhanced Learning at the Faculty of Education, University of Malta. 

5. Follow-ups  
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Future collaboration with the host institution 
Through this STSM the collaborating institutions will continue to:  

 Refine the developed mobile learning activities. 

 Develop other similar initiatives. 

 Integrate more the expertise of the participating academics within institutional academic 
processes. 

 Explore how to extend collaboration through Erasmus+ Staff  Mobility Programme. 
 

 Foreseen publications/articles resulting from the STSM 

 Publication of the two co-authored papers mentioned above. 

 Publication of an article about this project in Maltese local newspapers.  

 Publication of a paper about the evaluation of the project and the mobile learning activities using 
a Connectivist Assessment approach (Bonanno 2015) for a leading journal in Mobile or Smart City 
Learning. 

6. Personnel Benefit and mutual benefits for the Home and Host institutions 

On a personal level this STSM served me to gain insight into the possibilities that exist for integrating geo-
learning and augmented reality in Smart city learning. Working with the experts at UNIVPM Ancona and 
Deusto University in Bilbao in the various disciplines related to photometry and AR increased my 
knowledge of this field. It also helped me establish collaboration with experts that will help me realize 
various projects related to Mobile Learning and Augmented Reality in Learning.  

At institutional level, this STSM opened various possibilities for collaborating on projects that capitalize 
on the diverse expertise of their staff. Also it open possibilities for collaboration in joint academic 
initiatives at programme and research levels. 

7. Other comments (if any)  

This STSM is part of an overarching joint collaboration between WG1 and WG3 within the Cyberparks 
COST Action having the specific goal of developing the Way-Cyberparks App . It is directly linked to the 
STSM undertaken by PhD student Roberto Pierdiccha from UNIVPM at Deusto University Bilbao, Spain. 
The content for the ML activities developed duturing my STSM in Ancona will be used by Mr Pierdiccha to 
integrate it within the AR module and linking it to geo-spatial navigation and geo-tracking. 
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And 
 

To whom it may concern 
 
 
Subject: Approval letter 

 

This letter is to approve the report entitled “Developing Smart City Learning 
activities involving Augmented Reality using the WAY-Cyberparks App”, 
prepared by Dr. Philip Bonanno, referring to the work done within the Short 
Term Scientific Mission of the COST Action TU 1306 CYBERPARKS, during his 
stay at the Department of Civil Engineering and Architecture (DICEA), Faculty of 
Engineering - Università Politecnica delle Marche (UNIVPM), from March 2 to 
March 11, 2016. 
 
Moreover during his stay a short seminar has been organised by the 
Department of Civil Engineering and Architecture (DICEA) and the Department 
of Information Engineering (DII) to promote the Cyberparks project and to 
present the collaborative work between the PhD Roberto Pierdicca and the Dr. 
Philip Bonanno related to this Short Term Scientific Mission. 
 

l confirm the expected results as in the above mentioned report. 

 

Sincerely 

 

Eva Savina Malinverni (PhD) 

Associate Professor of Geomatics 
 
 

Ancona, 23.03.2016 


